Abstract: Fuzzy c-means method is typical soft clustering, and requires a degree of membership that indicates the degree of belonging to each cluster at the time of clustering. Parameter values greater than 1 and less than 2 have been used by convention. According to the proposed datageneration scheme and the simulation results, some behaviors in the degree of "fuzziness" was derived.
Introduction
Soft clustering is clustering that permits belonging to more than one cluster, whereas hard clustering requires belonging to just one cluster to provide crisp classification. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) method [1, 2] is typical soft clustering, which is achieved to estimate a membership value that indicates the degree of belonging to each cluster. Since the parameters for the degree of "fuzziness" are included, it is necessary to provide a parameter value at the time of clustering. In most of the traditional research, parameter values greater than 1 and less than 2 have been used with little theoretical explanation.
In this study, we analyzed some behaviors of the degree of fuzziness by numerical simulations.
Fuzzy c-means Method
Given a finite set of n objects { } 
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k μ denotes each cluster center and m means the degree of fuzziness, with m>1.
The degree m corresponds to the level of cluster fuzziness. A larger m causes fuzzier clusters; in contrast, m = 1 indicates crisp classification. We need to determine the value of m at the time of clustering, and m = 2 has been applied in the absence of domain knowledge by convention.
Approach to Finding Properties of The Degree of Membership
Although we would like to find the universal or mathematical properties of m, it is difficult to avoid the relation to data-specific characters. They may be found when considering a suitable m applied to various constructed data by designing a generation model to create various data and values to estimate an optimal m. In order to design the data model, the following indexes, which concern cluster relationships, were picked up.
▪ Distance between clusters (cluster placement) ▪ Number of clusters ▪ Shape of clusters ▪ Number of objects in each cluster
The meaning of cluster in distance and shape is the set of objects to give the initial objects placement for our experiments, but it is not the target cluster. For distance, regular intervals give the typical placement, and we can arrange the number of cluster overlaps. For shape, the circle type is easy to handle because of density; however, the oval type requires consideration of bias.
The procedure for data generation and cluster assignment is as follows.
[Step.1] Decide the center vector i v for each cluster. + is the number of correct objects belonging to cluster i in the results, and the correct ratio is used for overall suitability. 
In order to analyze the accuracy of each cluster, the correct ratio inside of a cluster denotes the rate by which objects should belong to it.
The correct ratio outside of a cluster denotes the rate at which objects that do not belong to that cluster should not belong to it.
On the other hand, the incorrect ratio for each cluster can be the evaluation indexes in a similar manner.
Evaluation Experiments
According to the strategy in Section 3, we designed the evaluation experiment scheme as follows.
The results of the basic case with a regular interval and a circle shape at The correct ratio overall had a peak from m = 3.5 to m = 5.5, and a clear inflection point could be seen around m = 4 for the each cluster evaluation index.
The results of the basic case with a regular interval and circle shape at The correct ratio overall had a peak at m = 3, and a clear inflection point could be seen around m = 3 for each cluster evaluation index. Cluster C 7 was located at the center of the objects, therefore C 7 was error prone, and its evaluation values were bad compared with the other six clusters.
The results of the modified case with biased placement and a circle shape at * 
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i n c C = = are shown in Fig. 13 to Fig. 18 . The correct ratio overall had a peak at m = 4.25, and a inflection area could be seen from m = 3 to m = 4 for each cluster evaluation index. Cluster C 3 was located in isolation, therefore it could be distinguished stably.
The results of the modified case with biased placement and a circle shape with The correct ratio overall had a peak at m = 4.25, and a clear inflection point could be seen around m = 4 for each cluster evaluation index. These values were larger than those from regular placement. Cluster C 4 and C 7 were located at the center of the objects; therefore, these were error prone. Cluster C 1 was located apart from other objects, and could be distinguished stably.
Okazaki et al.: A Simulation Study on The Behavior Analysis of The Degree of Membership in Fuzzy c-means Method
In a limited number of clusters, both regular and biased placement cases showed that the optimal m was larger. The optimal m for biased placement was larger than those for regular placement. A value of 3 or more for m was valid when the number of clusters was 7 or less.
Application to Motor Car Type Classification
We confirmed the validity of the experimental results through application of actual data from motor car road tests [4] . The 32 cars had 5 variables, such as fuel consumption, amount of emissions, horsepower, vehicle weight and 1/4 mile time. Because of the data description, we assumed four clusters: big sedan, midsize sedan, small sedan and sports car.
The results of FCM for the conventional m = 2 and proposal m = 4 are shown in Table 2 
Conclusion
For typical soft clustering (FCM), the degree of membership has an important role. Parameter values greater than 1 and less than 2 have been used by convention with little theoretical explanation. We analyzed the behavior of the parameter with simulation studies. The results showed the relations between the optimum value and cluster placements or the number of clusters. We mentioned that at least a larger value than that used by convention was suitable. It is clear that a lower m provides a conservative decision that does not allow too much overlap among the clusters. For the correct ratio inside the cluster and the incorrect ratio outside the cluster, a smaller m is desirable. However a larger m is desirable for the correct ratio outside the cluster and the incorrect ratio inside the cluster. With judgment from a multi-faceted perspective, the optimal m should be larger than the conventional value. As a future issue for research, we need to know more sophisticated features of the parameter by using a greater variety of data generation.
